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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

PATRIOT FREEDOM PAC DISTRIBUTES 8,000 OF THEIR 20,000 
‘VOTE FOR KELLY TSHIBAKA’ SABER SWORDS IN FOUR HOURS 

  
October 27, 2022, Anchorage, AK – Patriot Freedom PAC continues their Get-Out-The-Vote mobilization in 
Anchorage and Fairbanks, Alaska in support of Trump-endorsed candidates Kelly Tshibaka, running for U.S. 
Senate, and Sarah Palin, running for Congress, distributing roughly 8,000 saber swords in just four hours. 
 
Patriot Freedom PAC has rallied volunteers from all over southern Alaska to distribute throughout Anchorage 
campaign literature, and pallets of 20,000 lightsabers branded with Kelly Tshibaka’s name; a convenient play on 
words of the Star Wars character, ‘Chewbacca,’ that even the Tshibaka family embraces. In fact, Kelly Tshibaka’s 
first son’s name is ‘Jedi.’ 
 
Earlier this summer, Patriot Freedom PAC spent roughly $45,000 designing and producing 20,000 saber swords 
branded with ‘Vote for Kelly Tshibaka.’ Despite multiple logistical setbacks, ranging from U.S. Customs audits to 
shipping delays, the brightly colored saber swords have finally been delivered as of 12 noon on October 26. 
 
Yesterday, Patriot Freedom PAC distributed truck beds full of ~1,000 saber swords to Eagle River, Homer, and 
Palmer, as well as parents and volunteers picking up entire boxes and vans full of saber swords to distribute 
throughout their neighborhoods, roughly 8,000 sabers swords were distributed from 12 noon to 4pm on October 
26. These swords have proven to be a huge hit for children this Halloween. 
 
Today, Michael Alfaro, Senior Advisor to Patriot Freedom PAC, is headed to Fairbanks to personally deliver 
~2,000 saber swords to Fairbanks, Alaska, while the remainder of Patriot Freedom PAC’s team continues in 
Anchorage distributing the remaining saber swords: 
~1,500 saber swords to volunteers in Wasilla 
~1,500 saber swords to a church member at Anchorage Baptist Temple 
and ~4,000 saber swords to volunteers in Kenai. 
 
Patriot Freedom PAC is encouraged by Kelly Tshibaka’s ambition to finally force Lisa Murkowski into retirement, 
and continues to support her campaign for U.S. Senate, saber swords-in-hand. 
 
Patriot Freedom PAC encourages Alaskans to get out and vote, and become educated on the Ranked Choice 
Voting process. Voting in Anchorage, Alaska began October 24, 2022, and continues through November 8, 2022. 
For more information about Patriot Freedom PAC and our events, visit www.PatriotFreedomPAC.com. 


